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Igniting a beam of hope

By Anlé Britz

Every day the sun comes up, it is a new day - one that is filled with new opportunities. We are burning to ignite

this year with positive energy, hope and a new sense of growth. While we have so many metaphorical and

literal fires burning all around us we need to action as needed. Some fires need to be extinguished and other

sparks fueled. 

We are kicking off this brand new year with a sense of hope. It is the season for change as we have tasted the

sweet taste of the tourism industry slowly but surely returning to a new normal. The beam, that lit up our Cape

Town skies from 31 Dec 2021 to 6 Jan 2022 , symbolised the lives that were lost, the jobs that were affected, the

coming together of a nation in solidarity and ultimately for hope in the new year. For seven days this beam

represented reflection, compassion, solidarity, inspiration, connection, collaboration and hope.

In January our loss has continued as we said our goodbyes to the Arch Bishop Desmond Tutu - a true custodian

for building and reforming a broken nation. He has added so much meaning in uniting a rainbow nation, in his

own words: "We are the rainbow people of God! We are marching to freedom! Black and white together."

This worldwide pandemic has shown us that there is no discrimination on who gets ill, who dies or who

survives. 

Our national flower, the Protea, is protected by thick bark or deep rooted underground stems, uses bushfires to

its advantage and allows for these triggers to release their canopy seed bank.  Thus promoting recruitment of

the next generation. In the following spring after the fire, the seeds will germinate, mature and flower again.

Sometimes, like fynbos, we need to use the devastating fire to start anew and realign. 

We are excited to get fired-up about the possibilities of this year, for our people, for tourism and new art

inspiration and expressions.
#ignite



Get the full news article here:

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-59850904

Fire at parliament - literally 

By Talita Swarts

On the 2nd of January South Africans looked on in horror at a massive fire that broke out at Parliament. This

caused significant damage to the New Assembly Wing of the building, which includes the National Assembly

chamber where lawmakers sit. There was a particular concern that the valuable Keiskamma Tapestry, which is

120m (394ft) long and documents South Africa's history, may have been damaged or destroyed. 

Fortunately this precious artwork survived the blaze! An interesting outcome of the devastating fire that ripped

through this important building, was that it placed new interest and a focus on a very precious artwork often

overlooked when dealing with the pressing political issues we are dealing with in South Africa. 

T H I S  I S  A  D I S A S T R O U S  E V E N T

T H A T  S H O U L D  S A D D E N  A L L  O F  U S .

President Cyril Ramaphosa
 

#feature

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-59850904
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-59850904
http://www.keiskamma.org/the-keiskamma-tapestry/


Talita Swarts: Why did you get interested in tapestry weaving as a medium for your
contemporary work?

Liza Grobler: I have always been interested in craft, as a child I loved knitting and platting and all kinds of handicraft. I

used to make those tapestries for kids where you have the printed image and then you must sew it in during school

holidays. 

I studied painting at Stellenbosch University, but I've always been interested in the tangible quality of materials, the

materiality of things, and for me painting is also fabric in a way. For example, we paint on linen, canvas, or calico, and

in a way, that's acknowledging the surface that we are working on. I like touching and feeling things, and I like the

combination of the different visual textures with all the tactile textures experienced when you touch different surfaces.

This is really what drew me too fibre arts. 

Lisa Grobler

We headed out to the famous town of Oudtshoorn for a talk with the artist Liza Grobler about her textile

artworks. This is what we talked about…

TS: Can you tell us more about your unique use of unconventional materials, for example
the pipe cleaners?

LG: I'm drawn to the pipe cleaners because they are so fluffy and colourful. It is also a material that we were introduced

to as young children, like when taught how to make a ladybird when in pre-primary school. This makes it something

that's familiar in the archives of our brains, but it's not something that we think of as a serious material for adults to use.

I like playing with these ideas, all my work is very playful. Through play I discover truths about the world, and the pipe

cleaners for me is something I've used a lot for interactive projects, to get the viewer to participate. 

The little wire in the middle makes it a great material for site specific works because it has structural integrity and

therefore functions like a kind of iron fist in a velvet glove. You can build big things with it, but it seems very innocent,

harmless, and small, but when it accumulates, it can amount to monumental pieces. 

This is a method I use in all my work including painting, textile, sculpture, or site-specific installations. I often work

with small, repeated units. I also like the idea that the viewer can see the mechanics behind how something was made or

even recognise things, for example what stitch was used, how the paint was applied, and how the work was constructed.

For me this makes the work more accessible because people can somewhat understand the mechanics that creates the

visual spectacle. Even if they don't understand the meaning of the artwork, especially when it is an abstract work, there's

something familiar about the materiality of the work. For me that familiarity found in the artwork                                    

 creates a bridge between the artist and the viewer. #art



TS: What inspires you, nature, the environments you move through, history…?

LG: I do think as artists we’re basically like sponges, so we soak everything up and I am specifically influenced by my

environment. My interest in the natural environment is growing daily, and I think the pandemic had an influence on

that. We became more aware of magical happenings in the everyday but specifically the magic in nature. 

I think all our experiences are part of a bigger narrative. In this continuum history comes into play. I think what

happened in the past, present and future is inevitably connected. Or it's like this long, golden thread, right? And it also

goes off in different directions. It's like a golden web of experiences and interactions and connections in my story, or

my exhibition. Therefore, my work is always existing in relationship to a bigger context. I'm only a small punctuation

mark in a larger landscape. Instead of being overwhelmed by this, I find it quite inspiring that every time someone

stands in front of my work, or every time someone talks to me about my work, all these things are growing like a ripple

in a dam. 

TS: You have recently moved out of the city to a small town in the Karoo. Have this
influenced your work? What do you love about living the Karoo? 

LG: I won't say that I've moved to a small town exactly. I've moved to a big town, the capital of the Klein Karoo. It's

quite a big town, but it's a big change from Cape Town. We've been based in Woodstock for two decades. I've been

living in a very dense urban environment for a long time, and now there's so much space! 

Because of the vast sky I’ve become more aware of the horizon than ever before. In the city I was more focused on

being immersed but here I get a bigger sense of space. The layering of the landscape, the fact that there are different

distances away from my position, the colours of the landscape, the structure of the landscape, as well as seasonal

changes have become more evident and has infiltrated into my work.

The one specific thing I have started to incorporate because of my new location is ostrich feathers and I have had them

customised. They make a beautiful product almost like an ostrich fringe that I've started incorporating into my painting

and some of my woven pieces. I'm quite excited about this! 

B E C A U S E  O F  T H E  V A S T  S K Y  I ’ V E  B E C O M E  M O R E

A W A R E  O F  T H E  H O R I Z O N  T H A N  E V E R  B E F O R E .

Lisa Grobler

#art



TS: Tell us about upcoming projects to look out for.

LG: I'm currently working on a solo exhibition that will open in the beginning of May at the Everard Read Gallery in

Cape Town. I'm taking over the entire CIRCA gallery space for the exhibition. This will be the first exhibition that

really focus on my textile or fibre-based work using a combination of different techniques such as macrame,

weaving, platting a bit of crocheting and one or two pieces that includes tapestry.

 I'm hoping to create a visual tactility if I can call it that, so that you can see and touch and just move through this

landscape of materials. 

To see more of her work, visit the Everard Read Gallery website:
 https://www.everard-read-capetown.co.za/artist/LIZA_GROBLER/works/

#art

https://www.everard-read-capetown.co.za/artist/LIZA_GROBLER/works/


Kirsten's Kick-ass Ice Cream
Need there be said more - Kirsten's promises that you will enjoy an ice-cream-hug-moment with kickass

flavours. The beauty of these cafe's is that you can enjoy a waffle cone for those spontaneous moments, but

while you are at it, buy yourself a 500ml  tub to take home "for later". If dairy or sugar does not agree with you,

have no fear there is a flavour made just for you too. They might be based in Cape Town, but be sure to look

them up on your next trip to Mauritius. 

Catch them here: https://kristenskickass.co.za/

Unframed Ice Cream
By Anlé Britz

Unframed is a proudly Capetonian gelateria who's  mission is very clear - spreading scoops of happiness.

In fact they have done their job so well that they have been crowned the number ONE ice cream parlor

in the world. Living an unframed life, they create artisanal ice cream from scratch in dairy, vegan and

sorbet. Prepare yourself for the best melt in your mouth experience - luckely this does not have to be a

once-in-a-lifetime-opportunity.  Make your way to their flagship store in Woodstock,  find the hidden

gems sprinkled all over Cape Town or order them in.                                                                                   

 Catch them here: https://www.unframedicecream.com/ Moro Gelato
Stefano Moro (rooted in the coastal hills of

Liguria) and Heine van Wyk (rooted in at the

foot of Table Mountain) became friends

many years ago. After meeting in Milano a

couple of times, the started to churn about

their shared passion. Gelato. While staying

true to Italian roots and traditions of Nonna

Moro's fresh ingredient gelato and sorbet

recipes, this trio gelato cafe's remain own to

Cape Town.  Spoil yourself with an engaging

and vibrant experince as they walk you

through the process before  finally satisfying

your taste bud cravings.

Catch them here:

http://www.morogelato.co.za/

Hottest gelateries to chill at

#food
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Hennie refers to the vine as ‘The Old Lady’ and ensures that he sets up regular dates to visit her and ensure that she

remains taken care of. By August she is ready to part with her harvest and allows Hennie to prune the grapes.

While this gem has suffered though many years of neglect and scorching summers, vandalism and minimum water, she

has delivered 10 bottles of 750ml MCC in 2017 and in 2019 20 bottles of 750ml MCC. In April 2021, she birthed 18kg

Chenin grapes resulting in 20 bottles of 375ml half bottles.

In November 2020 Hennie and his team donated and planted babies of this vine back in the company gardens, where

she was originally planted in 1771. 

For her 250th birthday, Hennie and Joe has extended her vines over to a new trellis in an effort to extend her lifetime

with at least another 250 years. 

Catch her on her very own Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/oldest.vine/

The oldest vine in South Africa

By Anlé Britz

Did you know that the oldest vine in South Africa has reached her 250's birthday in 2021? Well, she is nestled in

the heart of Cape Town at the Cape Heritage Hotel in Bree Street, not to far from the company gardens in her

full glory. Hennie Huskisson, head wine maker of Cloof Wines in Darling has made her wellbeing his number

one priority. 

This vine is considered the oldest fruit-bearing vine in the Southern Hemisphere, and after testing it in France,

it was determined that the vine, which was planted around 1771, is Gross Chenin Blanc and not Grouchen Blanc

(Riesling) as initially thought.

#wine



Tamlyn Martin: How did you become involved in Art and photography?

EG: I studied media communications in Leiden a small town in the Netherlands. At university I had the opportunity to

follow some photography and art courses. 

Here completed a documentary photography course and that literally opened my eyes. There my love for photography

started. With a camera in my hand, I could step into the world of any subculture and feed my explorations. 

I see myself as an artist where I am expressing my love for art by working with mixed media and photography.

Eveline Gerritsen

I am proud to showcase my the 'Vir Ewig' project. I have teamed up with Melanie Wirz, a social journalist from

Switzerland. We collected 14 portraits and stories of role models from Hanover Park and created a magazine

out of that to hand out to the kids in schools in Hanover Park. We want to inspire them to take their lives into a

positive direction

TM: Who have been your inspiration and in what way?

EG: Sounds corny but my dad. He stopped working at the age of 55 and started working for different social projects

around the world, focusing on improving the medical health sector in countries like Indonesia and Thailand. He

showed me that you can use your skills to make a social change. 

In terms of photography I like the work of Ed van der Elsken, Sally Man and Julian Germain. 

TM: Who has influenced your current approach to Photography and why?

EG: In the Netherlands my mentor Herman Wouterse gave me a lot of good feedback of how you could tell stories in

many different ways. My world of storytelling was widened and now though his teachings I too can share so many

more stories taught to me.

T H E  H A N O V E R  P A R K  " V I R  E W I G "  P R O J E C T  W A S  O N E  O F  M Y

B I G G E S T  P R O J E C T S  I N  2021 .  I  N E B E R  E X P E C T E D  T H A T  T H I S

P R O J E C T  W O U L D  B E C O M E  T H I S  B I G  A N D  W O U L D  G E T  S O  M U C H

A T T E N T I O N  F R O M  A L L  O V E R  T H E  W O R L D  B U T  E S P E C I A L L Y  H E R E  I N

C A P E  T O W N .  

Eveline Gerritsen
 

#culture



TM: Tell us about the special people who have mentored you along the way. Who is your
favourite international photographer at the moment and what truly excites you about their
work ? 

EG: To be honest I do not look so much at others peoples work. That said, I do like the Instagram account of Armand

Hough. He is amazing when it comes to photo journalism. I enjoy the work of Joost Batsmeijer - his outlook on the

world is radical. When it comes to more arty photography I love the work of Prince Gyasi and Sanja Marusic. 

TM: Are there ways that you are re -inventing, innovating, prototyping your projects ?
Whether in use of materials, print design, branding, repurposing or up- purposing recycled
materials ? 

EG: During the lockdown I started my own art account called. A Girl Called Effie Art. This kind of photography was

very different from my normal work as a documentary photographer. 

When I do printing I always look at the different papers and structures. On my list of 2022 I want to create my own

studio where I want to mix photography with paint. So I keep on improving myself - it is an ongoing process.

TM: Have you collaborated with other artists, performers, musicals?

EG: Yes, I worked with multiple musicians from all over the world. Like DJ InviZable and Cheslin Pick from South

Africa. But also with artists from Beirut, which is in Lebanon. I photographed and interviewed them in 2021. The story

got published by Vice and was about how the massive explosion effected their musical career. 

TM: Have you created your own independent artwork for exhibition tell us about the
experience?

EG: I did multiple exhibitions in Amsterdam and Cape Town. My last exhibition was about the Hanover Park project on

the 6th of 2022. We were showing the portraits and selling the magazine. For each magazine purchased by a visitor a

magazine will go to a child in Hanover Park. 

The exhibition was a great success and i even received reactions from overseas. 

#culture



TM: Do you feel your range, label, product coveys a message? What ideological thread do
you feel you are exploring weather political, environmental, around identity and cultural
hybridity, sustainability, skills development etc? How do you feel you are capturing “ what
it is to be of this time and space” ?

EG: The message of the Hanover Park Vir Ewig project is that the portraits amd stories of community members

showcases their pride, dignity, and self respect while being contributing members of society, regardless of their

background and circumstances. This the part that inspires the overall message. 

TM: Do you have any favourite South African artists and designers? What are your favourite
places or spaces to visit in Cape Town? 

EG: My favorite designer are Made in Africa Label. They create with and support upcoming artists. Besides that they

have a store, studio and music studio. 

I love to have a boogie in the restaurant called Jordan on a Sunday together with my friend Anele who is a fashion

designer under the name genius platform in Langa. 

Good food and cocktails can be found at Gorgeous George when dj Cheslin Pick is playing or at Clarke's when you are

keen for a mimosa during the day. 

#culture



The anchor exhibition is a meticulously researched survey of traditional and contemporary woven baskets and their

geographic and social contexts. All work is from the continent – Rwanda, Zambia, Morocco, Madagascar, Niger, Ghana -

it is like the Cup of Nations for designers! 
  

After initially missing its location in the old cinema space (above H&M), I had to return several times to take in all the

countries, styles and materials. The majority of the baskets are from natural grasses, but there are innovative recycled

packaging, telephone-wire and textiles included in these handmade wonders.  

“Behind every basket is a story…”, a fact complemented by the presence of actual makers in the space, plying their trade,

and happy to beguile the fans with demonstrations and tales from their experience. Master weaver, Angeline Masuku

from KwaZulu-Natal, says it took three weeks (200 hours) to weave her Ukhamba Podium basket. This is one show I was

happy to find a shop to exit through, and there are many souvenirs and utilitarian artworks to take home or to gift a

loved one.

The show extends out into the atria and are echoed in the Travelling Totems dotted all around the walkways. A real

bonus to this free exhibition is that its run has been extended until the end of February, so don’t be a basket-case, get

out and add it to your itinerary. 

Check out the teaser on Youtube here: https://youtu.be/-eh8syLoV-Q

A Case for Baskets
By Richard Kilpert

100 Beautiful Baskets Exhibition – above the H&M store in the V&A Waterfront 10am – 7pm. 

“The Waterfront is bringing the magic of African craft to the world.”  This is true of the vibey Watershed market,

and certainly in the extensive collaborations that form the Joy from Africa theme that has exploded into the

vaulted walkways of the Waterfront mall this summer. Platform Creative has brought so many artists together in

curating the decorations and monumental installations that have been able to distract from the tourist-scarce

festive season.

#design

https://youtu.be/-eh8syLoV-Q


Weaving weavers - Some interesting facts

By Roxanne Devonshire

Weaving is not only found in art and design. It can also be seen in the wonderful aspect of Weaver bird nests.

They are not known as weavers for nothing. Most amazing part of them weaving their nests is the fact that they

use their conical beak or bill to cut the different material, make knots to secure the grass or other material and

weave these amazing architectural structures for their breeding purposes. There are worldwide 108 different

species of Weavers, and 24 species are found in Southern Africa. They are most famous for their amazing

weaving skills as can be seen in the figure below. These nests are intricately woven in different sizes and shapes

with a downward facing entrance. Not only is the woven nest their breeding ground but is the means in which a

male will attract the female. After he has finished building his prized nest, he will call the female to come see his

handywork as she will ultimately decide if the nest will do and if not, the male will have to build a new one until

her specific standards are met.   

#nature



I think that human takes inspiration from nature to building their own homes and structures and most

definitely in art. We all use some practices in nature to create and make it our own.  

 In particular, Porkey Hefer, wo makes 'human nests' and weaver Aaron Mtombeli. Their inspiration and

artwork can be seen at the 100 BASKET exhibition and Southern Guild

See more here: https://www.animal-farm.co.za/

Other interesting species found in South Africa is the Thick-billed Weaver and they build their nests in a

different way due to where they breed and are found. These species are commonly found closer to water and

thus make their nests in reedbeds mostly. They fuse a few reeds together and then build their nest with roots,

fine stems, or creepers. The angle of the entrance to their nest is also differently angled than other weavers.

Another difference is that both the male and female species assist in building the nest, meaning less dissatisfied

females. Other species called Sociable Weavers are also found in South Africa and they live in larger colonies

together and do not only use their nests during the breeding season but throughout the year. These nests are

usually built in a large tree or mostly seen on poles and can have as many as 500 chambers within the large,

thatched nest.  

The most common Weaver seen around Cape Town is the Cape Weaver. These birds are sometimes found in colonies

alongside other weaver species and have a fairly larger nest and they are also more densely woven than other species.

They will build a few nests in their territory of the colony and the ones that are not fit for a “queen” will be replaced by

a new nest. The Southern Masked Weaver is commonly found in South Africa and has amazing skills and perseverance

when building their nests until the female is satisfied. Their nests are mostly built-in trees, and the male will build a

succession of nests, ranging from 10 to up to 52 nests per season. He uses strips of grass, reed, or palm to build his

structure and his weaving skills will determine a mate for breeding and also if he will finish the nest. If she is not happy,

he will have to demolish the nest and start all over.  

#nature



Cape Town Artfair: 18-20 Feb 2022
With over 107 exhibitors, 22,000 visitors, 4800 VIPs, and a supportive local art community, the fair provides a

platform for collectors, galleries, curators, artists, and art journalists from around the globe to engage and create

connections. Investec Cape Town Art Fair has proven to be the place where the fast-growing African art market

and the international art world meet. 

The Zanzibari Years: Irma Stern at Norval until 30
April 2022
Norval Foundation presents The Zanzibari: Irma Stern Years, an exhibition focusing on a small body of

significant works produced by Irma Stern during her two stays in Zanzibar and the period surrounding 1939-

1945. The exhibition is curated by Karel Nel and runs until April 2022. This is the first time in nearly 40 years

that a body of these Zanzibari works, considered among Irma Stern’s finest, are exhibited together.

re(Wine)d: 5 February 2022
re(Wine)d Heritage Celebration hosted by Worcester Wine and Olive Route welcomes guests to explore and

celebrate their wine and olive heritage. Worcester Wine and Olive Route offers a variety of ten wineries and

two olive estates to experience all the South African wine industry has to offer. The participating wineries and

olive estates will provide entertainment with their interactive story telling, themed outfits, unique wine         

 tastings and other experiences.

Mary Visser Paining Workshops: Feb 2022
Take your pick on choosing how you would like to embark on a new resolution  of this year. Sign up of a 3-day

painting essentials workshop or a 1-day image or abstract painting workshop. My aim as facilitator is to assist

you in embracing and growing your unique sensibilities as an artist and to enable you to get unstuck and move

forward in the painting process through simple prompts and exercises.

https://maryvisser.co.za/painting-workshops/painting-workshops

#happenings

International Public Art Festival 2022 (IPAF) - 23  Feb  

09:00 – 27 Feb 17:00
Explore the creative side of Cape Town’s CBD during the 6th edition of the International Public Art Festival

(IPAF). Join this free to the public festival to see massive sized murals being created live, interact with street

artists from around the world, book a street art tour to gain insider knowledge and hear the extraordinary

stories behind the artwork, and participate in the evening programme that will titillate the sense and explore

the creative nightlife of Cape Town.
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www.artroute.co.za
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